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GROUP-A

1.   /cz/    Explain  the  characteristics  of Coriolis  force.  What  role  does  it
play in  atmospheric  air flow  pattern?                                              8

Coriolis force 6\  q6l  oedG`i  @Q  I  Qiqfl®Giia  Qiq gQio ©iai6Q  "  6QQ°

qaQi  §di® Q6Q7

/b/   Describe  the  motion  of Foucault  pendulum.

Foucault pendulum a Gl§  Q€<G`l  QQ I

2.   /a/    If you walk directly towards a plane mirror at a speed  I;, at what
speed does your image approach you?                                              3

a6©cten  u ao`6Q auiqG.61  qfl®Q Oa<6i  ziioq GiiQ,  6Q6Q &fl  8§st  6cOu

6ca66\ qq §Gw6Iq ai6q?
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¢/   Suppose you  cut  away  lower  two-thirds  of a  lens.  Is  an  image
still formed? Why or why not?                                                              4

fl66.o6\,   Qa.6fl   6GiiGq   lens  a  od.Q®o®1aiod  Qia   6oG\i  ®elia   qQ  g6©a

G16Q 69iG\§  a7  Qig§ afti  Qig6  a6®®7

/c/    Explain the lasing principle and working of a three-level LASER.
8

Lasing principle  qQ°  qQ  6agQla  LASER a  Qlq<H  Q1116llll  Gro  I

3.   /ci/   "There  is  no  fundamental  distinction  between  interference  and
diffraction." Explain. Can sound waves undergo diffraction around
an  edge?                                                                                                  6+2=8

Interference  qer  diffraction  fla6Q  6®16la  6qlfiQ  ale<I<®H  G`lg  I  Q11161lll

QQ  I  6Git 6ia  tla  Gw@Gf qQ  uiQ6Q  6Qi@fl  6@i6\ai6Q7

/b/   What are constraints? How many types  of constraint are there?
Give  one  example  for  each.                                                                     7

8§Q@Qq©® Q'6i7 6Q6® 8Gpi6\Q7 96cO aiQ® 6Giia< 6Q6iiqo Qoi@Q6i 6a  I
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4.   /cz/   Explain  Rutherford  scattering.  Suppose  you  repeat  the  same
experiment using a thin sheet of solid hydrogen in place of gold
foil.  What would you  observe?                                                        5+3=8

Rutherford  scattering  §®a6Q   Qul611l   Q6\   I   tlQlalQ   Qd.6fl  gold  foil

alQ66\  solid hydrogen acol  a6'` QHQ9lQ  Qa  qcoIQa©  G}6iQ  I  q6q  ®'61

aa<u6Qs6i Q§Q?

/b/   During a  space flight  to  a  distant  star,  an  astronaut  and  her
twin  brother  on  the  earth  send  radio  signals  to  each  other  at
annual intervals.  What is the frequency of the radio signal each
twin  receives  from  the  other  during  the  flight  to  the  star  if the
astronaut  is  moving at  L; =  0.8 c?
What  is  the  frequency  during  the  return  flight  at  the  same
speed?                                                                                                              7

vie distant star a qQ space flight qfla6Q @661 fl@l®16IQIQl qQ° qqQ16Q

QiGrQ  ®iaTQi  QiQ  QiaGt  QiiQtliG`6Q  aQqQq  6Q6@  a6iQiQ  aoi§   I   a6

q9lQlaQIQI  I; = 0.8 c 6Q 6I§G}Q6  6®6Q star al6lq Q®161  qqa6Q  96®uQ

alaTol  aquolq 9@61  G}qqQl  6Q6@  q6GPOQ  frequency  6G}6®?

qfllQ  6Q616Q  return flight qqa6Q  frequency ®'61?
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5.   /cz/   An  unstable  particle  of mass  A4 decays  into  two  particles  with
maLsses  m]  and  m2  respectively.  Using  conservation  of energy-
momentum  principle,  find  the  kinetic  energy  of  m2.                    8

Mass MQ <® aa6\ QaQl aalg6q masses m[ qGP rr± q§® qQa QaQi66\

fflfl  gvi  I  6i©  6i§  en6Q  qoQfl6i  QiiG@iQ ®a  nk 6`  616@  61©  Qi@iQ  QQ  I

¢/   Show that four-velocity vector is  orthogonal to  four-acceleration
vector.                                                                                                                   7

Qfl<la   6a   four-velocity  vector  four-acceleration  vector  86

orthogonal  216G'  I

6.   Explain  the  method  of images  procedure.  A  point  charge  is  placed
in front of a grounded  conducting sphere.  F`ind the  potential at any

point  P(r,0)   outside  the  sphere,  using  method  of images.   5+10=15

8§©6  96llenQ a®§  Q11161lll  QQ  I  qQ grounded conducting sphere qq616Q

via  point  charge  Q6llalGl§   I   86@6Q  a®6   QllQ9lQ  Qa,   6S©  Ql®16Q  6q

6Gl} 6la   P(r, 0)  6Q  potential Q  q®lQ  G}Q  I

7.   /cz/    Describe  the  qualitative  nature  of solutions  x(f)  of  a  damped
oscillator   mie+b*+jcx = O.                                                                               8

<® damped oscillator  mfe+ b* + ke = 0  a qflltllG` x(t)  a q61lQG gQo6

Q€fll  QQ  I

/b/   Explain  how Maxwell  fixed  Ampere's  law with  the  introduction
of `displacement  current'  term.                                                            7
`Displacement cuITent' term a 8Q6<)<G` q@ Maxwell Ampere's law a

aa§  aQ ®6fl Qiii6tiii  cO  I

8.   /ci/    Explain  the  principle  of transformer  in  detail.

Transfomer a  principle a §©ao  Q16Q  QL116lLll  G}Q  I

/114

/b/   Which  of Maxwell's  equations  explain  how  a  credit  card  reader
works? What would happen if the card was not swiped, but just
sat  motionless  in  the  reader's  slot?                                                   7

Maxweu G?  qfllGQ61  qtlq  6Q6®)®6  qo  credit  card  reader G}lfl<u  G}6iQIQ

Qii6iiii  Q6Q?  aa  card  swip  6oiQ  a  eiiq,  a&  6QQQ  aioGiG  slot  6Q

6I§enG`  69iQ  G`aeii6i,  606Q ®'6i  6cO7
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9.   /ci/    Explain  the  terms  /i/  skin  depth  and  /£Z/  Brewster's  angle.
4+4-8

Q11161lll  Q6\   /i/ On<Q  G16\1Q®l   /{{/    Brewster G  6Q161   I

/b/   A  directional  loudspeaker  alms  a  sound  wave  of wavelength  A
at  a wall.  At what  distance  from  the  wall  could  you  stand  and
hear no  sound  at all?                                                                            7

qQ  directional  loudspeaker  Qla6Q  Q6\Gf  6aq<WQ  <Q  do  ©Q6Pq  flsI

G}6Q  I  QiaQ  6®6® qQ®i6Q  &6q  6eii  6©iG\  ai6ol  &Q q6iqi@Q G`ig I

10.   /cz/   Starting from  four  Maxwell  equations  obtain  the wave  equation+
for vector  potential  A.                                                                                8

Maxwell 6F Q16Qla qqlQQ61q al6\q Q§ vector potential  I qlQ' wave

equation 819  Gro  I

rty   Describe  the  P-V diagram  for  Otto  cycle  and  diesel  cycle.        7

0tto  cycle  qQ°  diesel  cycle  alQu  P-V diagram  Q€<@l  @6\  I

11.   /cly   Explain the characteristics  of isobaric,  isothermal and adiabatic
processes through P-V diagram for constant amount of an ideal
gas.                                                                                                                         8

<Q ideal gas a constant amount alQ° P-V69 qltlq6Q qQ isobaric,

isothermal and adiabatic g§alQ  q61  Q€QI  Q6\  I

fry   Despite  being the  most  common  element in the  Universe,  there
is  hardly  any  hydrogen  in  the  Earth's  atmosphere.  Why?         7

Universe  66\  qqolQ, qltllQ61  6)alolG`  6®lQq6Q  flat  qqQIQ  Qlqfl®Q6Q

6Gl} 6ia  hydrogen G`ig I  Qial6?

12.   /a/   What is Joule-Kelvin effect? Explain using a diagram.  How does
one  liquefy  gases?                                                                                        8

Joule-Kelvin  8G\lQ  Q'6I?  qQ  69  QLIQ®16\  G6  QL116llll  QQ  I  61lllqQ  6Gll§<

coo aa6i7

/114

/b/ConsideranattractrvecentralforceoftheformF(n=-i.What

is  the  condition  on  n that a  stable  circular orbit exists?            7

F(r)=-i  crq<Q  vie  alca<611a  6Q§a  61©  6®a6Q  6QIQ  QQ  I   n  6Q

condition G)'61  6a  vie  @Q  Qo6)lQIQ  Qsael  6QmlQ  I
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GROUP-B

13.   /a/    Obtain  the  rocket  equation  in  free  space.

Q6®6'  Qfll®Q6l  alQQl  6®®§  61lfi  alQ  (free  space)   I

/b/   How  does  the  equation  change,  if you  consider vertical  ascent
under  constant  gravity?  (No  air  resistance,  Burn  rate  of fuel
constant)                                                                                                      6

q6fl  a6  qG`Q  @Q  flitliQq<6Iq 6QiQ  OQ,  qfliQQ6i  6aa  G.G`aQ  I  (Qiq

966Qiu  Qig,  Qca6` G`aQi  @iQ aQ)

/c/    A rocket is in outer space,  far from any planet, when the rocket
engine  is  turned  on.  In  the  first  second  of firing,  the  rocket

ejects  I:  of Its mass with a relative speed of 2400 in/s. What

is  the  rocket's  initial  acceleration?                                                    6

6a6®6Q6G` Q6Q6.` Q®a  6ia  aQ 8q,  6Qi&a  8@Oiq Q& qQ66\ qGt Q6Q6t

Ql9lalQ6Qal«lFirmgQ8afl6q6Q6®6QQ6e6l`q@lQmassQT:a

aG<O  ®6Q  ai9i@  ai6aae  6Q6i  qao  2400  in/s  Q6Q6i`Q  8i6\aQ  QQ6I

G''61?

14.   /a/   What  necessitated  the  introduction  of Lorentz  transformations
in   STR?   Explain   Lorentz   transformations.   A   muon   is
travelling  through  laboratory  at  three-fifths  the  speed  of light.
How long does  it  last?  (Lifetime  of muon  is  2.0  x   10-6  sec)

3+4+3=10

STR 6Q Lorentz transformation a a§§§  G}'61  ZllQdLIG` ®6Q?  Lorentz

transformation a Gqul6IHI QQ I al6fllQQ 6G1616Q §a aafll°616Q <G? muon

laboratory flo  60Q  al9l  Qq;a  I  <@1  6Qco  aQ  aq<u6  Q6©?  (muon a

GtlQGi qfla  2.o  x  io-6sec)

/114

/b/   Explain  the  technique  of Holography  in  detail.

Holography a  6Gl) €G'Q a©ao  6\16Q G'€.G`l  G}Q  I
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15.   /a/   What   is   an   optical   fiber?   Describe   the   propagation   of
electromagnetic  pulse  in  a  fiber.                                                         10

qG}  optical  fiber  Q'6l?  q®  fiber  6Q  electromagnetic  pulse  a  §8lQ

QdG,I  QQ  I

¢/   Set  up  the  differential  equation,  which  describes  how  charge  a
varies  with  time  t in  a  LCR  circuit.  Give  qualitative  analysis  of
the  solutions  q(t).                                                                                             10

Differential equation set up ®Q,  al@l  LCR circuit 6Q qfla  (f)  q§®

Qi@<  (q)  6aa  QQaeiiq  Oi®iq QedG`i  Q6Q  I  q(t)  qqitliQ6!  q6iiQQ  66qq6I

golQ cO  I

16.   /a/    State  four  Maxwell  equations  and  their  physical  significance.
10

G`16Qla  Maxwell equation qQ° 6qq©QQ physical significance 06<I<la  I

/b/   Prove  by  direct  calculation,  that  the  equations  of electrostatics

iiii
v. E = 4"p  and  V X E = 0 ,  follow from the electric field of a point

charge.                                                                                                                 10

aulqQ61616IG`   QIQl   qfll6I   ®Q   6a   electrostatics   ?.E=4%pqQo

? x a = 0  qqlQQ61, <Q point charge a 660]§® 6ffl9Q ZlaqQ6l Q6Q I

17.   /a/    Explain  in  detail,  why daytime  clear  sky  appears  blue.            10

Qig@  6co  q8 aiQi6i  enQ  6o6iiaiq?  6goQ 6\i6Q Qiii6iiii  co  I

/b/   Write  a short note  on Planck's radiation law.  Does a black body
at  2000  kelvin  emit X-rays?  Does  it  emit radio waves?             10

Planck GF radiation law Qa6Q <G} q°ag 6G`16'  6G\6l  I  2000 kelvin 66\

viGp black body x-rays aG<i`® Q6Q a?  q9i  6Q6@ oQer a6<i`® Gi6Q 6?

18.   /a/   Distinguish  among  microcanonical,  canonical  and  grand
canonical  ensembles.                                                                               10

Microcanonical,  canonical qQ°  grand canonical ensembles  qtl66\

aie<i<QH  ofl<ia   I
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¢/   Suppose you  toss  4  identical coins  (with Head  and Tail)  on  the
floor.  List  possible  macroscopic  states  and  microscopic  states.

10

6q;lQ6Q  a.en  Q16Qla  identical  coin  (q®  qQ°  tail  q§Q)   6'q`  QQ   I

qqlG`H  macroscopic  states  qG`°  microscopic  states  Q  ®lfi®l  G}Q  I
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